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About This Game

In this city-building strategy game, you control a group of exiled travelers who decide to restart their lives in a new land. They
have only the clothes on their backs and a cart filled with supplies from their homeland.

The townspeople of Banished are your primary resource. They are born, grow older, work, have children of their own, and
eventually die. Keeping them healthy, happy, and well-fed are essential to making your town grow. Building new homes is not

enough—there must be enough people to move in and have families of their own.

Banished has no skill trees. Any structure can be built at any time, provided that your people have collected the resources to do
so. There is no money. Instead, your hard-earned resources can be bartered away with the arrival of trade vessels. These

merchants are the key to adding livestock and annual crops to the townspeople’s diet; however, their lengthy trade route comes
with the risk of bringing illnesses from abroad.

There are twenty different occupations that the people in the city can perform from farming, hunting, and blacksmithing, to
mining, teaching, and healing. No single strategy will succeed for every town. Some resources may be more scarce from one

map to the next. The player can choose to replant forests, mine for iron, and quarry for rock, but all these choices require setting
aside space into which you cannot expand.

The success or failure of a town depends on the appropriate management of risks and resources.
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Title: Banished
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Shining Rock Software LLC
Publisher:
Shining Rock Software LLC
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP SP3 / Vista / Windows 7 / Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Dual Core processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible card (shader model 2)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

English
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The game on it's own is quite enjoyable, but I would recommend the Colonial Charter mod, because it makes it feel like a fully
fleshed game. The vanilla game does seem a bit limited in what you can do, but mods make the game amazing.. What can I say.
This is a relaxing, delightful, pretty, peaceful game, not super challenging, but a comfy way to pass the time.. you run out of
things to do in it quickly and it becomes boring.. Really shallow game. It is very unrewarding to succeed.. Honestly the sheer
frustration born from the difficulty of getting a town to more than a cluster of starving townsfolk dying of cold drove me to
succeed in this game, but really, once you succeed there is literally nothing else.
Once you have worked out the fine details of what makes your world thrive this game just becomes a pointless time-sink with
no reward. Eventually the only thing that will stop you is natural disasters, and those are SO over the top and unbalanced it will
stop you dead as they are nearly impossible to recover from.

Overall i had fun learning to master this but it -very- quickly got stale and I found myself looking at the modder community to
make anything decent of this. I get the impression this was literally just a half-finished concept game that they never bothered
finishing.
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I wish I could recommend this game, since by all rights it seems very well designed and appears to present a prospective player
with an interesting proposition and challenge for a city-building sim. Unfortunately, the implementation of the game's systems
are not particularly well-executed. While the in-game tutorials provide an explanation of how one should set about constructing
a town, the reality is that the correct implementation of various mechanics such as food production, housing, and infrastructure
is so obscure in practice that there is no real learning curve a player could reasonably be expected to overcome.

All too often, the same method of starting a town without issue on one map will not work on another map of virtually similar
layout. Pathfinding in particular seems to be poorly-optimized at best, and villager prioritization of basic needs is woefully
lacking. On numerous occasions, despite the nearby presence of thousands of units of stocked food contained within both
storage barns and marketplaces fully staffed with vendors, residents of neighboring houses will simply starve themselves to
death even if tasked with nothing other than acting as laborers without current duties beyond simply restocking the inventory of
their own homes.

Banished altogether is a very frustrating experience because while the music, interface, and premise behind it are charming and
indicative of a well-made game, the truth is that there is clearly not enough polish to the underlying structure of the game to
create anything other than a time sink that neither explains nor allows one to intuit how to succeed.. I bought this ages ago and
never went back to it until recently and im absolutely hooked. Its cracking, especially with mods, but even the base game works
fantastically well.
Well worth 15 quid. Fun, chill, in the way of SimCity. Get a little infrastructure going, feel the urge to start over and make it
more efficient next time.... Kind of got boring
pros:
good amount of buildings
fairly challenging (hard difficulty)
pretty good graphics
cons:
can get repitive quickly
its more of a simulation then a game
. This game is so unbalanced... People are dumb, don't react to selected priorities, unable to farm their fields (well, it depends on
their mood, sometimes they want to work, sometimes they want to starve), people seem to be all part of some Houdini clan,
because my workers are able to vanish into the oblivion what results in a mass starvation... It has it's potential, but achieving 250
citizens with full healthcare and the best possible mood is what I call the endgame, as I do not have nerves for another Dark
Souls Ukraine mode.

Stalin recommends, but I dont.. This game has potential, but something about the lack of ultimate goals or direction really hurts
this. There are achievements, but I just didn't find building a thriving town very satisfying in the end. Not enough emotional
connection to a story despite some good mechanical ideas.
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